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Abstract
Probabilistic record linkage (PRL) is the process of determining which records in two databases cor-
respond to the same underlying entity in the absence of a unique identifier. Bayesian solutions to
this problem provide a powerful mechanism for propagating uncertainty due to uncertain links between
records (via the posterior distribution). However, computational considerations severely limit the practi-
cal applicability of existing Bayesian approaches. We propose a new computational approach, providing
both a fast algorithm for deriving point estimates of the linkage structure that properly account for
one-to-one matching and a restricted MCMC algorithm that samples from an approximate posterior
distribution. Our advances make it possible to perform Bayesian PRL for larger problems, and to assess
the sensitivity of results to varying prior specifications. We demonstrate the methods on a subset of an
OCR’d dataset, the California Great Registers, a collection of 57 million voter registrations from 1900 to
1968 that comprise the only panel data set of party registration collected before the advent of scientific
surveys.
1 Introduction
Probabilistic record linkage (PRL) is the task of merging two or more databases that have entities in common
but no unique identifier. In this setting linking records typically must be done based on incomplete informa-
tion – attributes of the records may be incorrectly or inconsistently recorded, or may be missing altogether.
Early development of PRL methods was motivated by applications in merging vital records and linking files
from surveys and censuses to provide estimates of population totals (Newcombe et al., 1959; Fellegi and
Sunter, 1969; Jaro, 1989; Copas and Hilton, 1990; Winkler and Thibaudeau, 1991). Recent applications of
PRL cover a wide range of problems, from linking health care data across providers (Dusetzina et al., 2014;
Sauleau et al., 2005; Hof et al., 2017) and following students across schools (Mackay et al., 2015; Alicandro
et al., 2017) to estimating casualty counts in civil wars (Betancourt et al., 2016; Sadinle, 2017). In all these
applications record linkage is uncertain (probabilistic) and this uncertainty should be propagated through
to subsequent statistical analyses.
Bayesian approaches to PRL provide an appealing framework for uncertainty quantification and propaga-
tion via posterior sampling of the unknown links between records. Bayesian methods have been deployed in
a similar range of applied problems: Capture-recapture or multiple systems estimation, where the quantity
of interest is a total population size (Liseo and Tancredi, 2011; Tancredi et al., 2011; Steorts et al., 2016;
Sadinle et al., 2014; Sadinle, 2017), linking healthcare databases to estimate costs (Gutman et al., 2013),
and merging educational databases to study student outcomes (Dalzell and Reiter, 2016).
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One drawback of Bayesian approaches to PRL is their computational burden – in the best of circumstances
Bayesian inference can be computationally demanding, and making inference over a large combinatorial
structure (the unobserved links between records) is particularly difficult. Computational considerations
have largely limited Bayesian inference for PRL to small problems, or large problems that can be made small
using clean quasi-identifiers through pre-processing steps known as indexing or blocking. For example, we
may only consider sets of records as potential matches if they agree on one or more quasi-identifiers, such as
a geographic area or a partial name match.
However, these pre-processing steps can lead to increased false non-match rates if the quasi-identifiers
are subject to error. Many datasets lack the requisite clean quasi-identifying variables to make aggressive
indexing or blocking feasible. Our application in this paper is one such example: Using Bayesian PRL we
link extracts of the California Great Registers (historical voter registration rolls from the early 20th century).
Like many historical datasets, the Great Registers contain few attributes available to perform linkage, all of
which are subject to nontrivial amounts of error.
In this paper we introduce an approach to approximate Bayesian inference for PRL that is model agnostic
and can provide samples from posterior distributions over record links between databases of hundreds of
thousands of records in a practical time frame of several days, even in settings where traditional indexing
or blocking is difficult to implement. We realize these gains using a data-driven approach we call “post-hoc
blocking” to limit attention to distinct sets of record pairs where there is significant ambiguity about true
match status. Unlike methods for calibrating traditional indexing or blocking schemes, post-hoc blocking
requires no known sets of “true” links and non-links to implement (although our approach can utilize this
data if available). Our approach builds on previous work by McVeigh and Murray (2017).
The paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 collects background material and reviews model-based ap-
proaches to record linkage. Section 3 introduces post-hoc blocking and describes the approach in generality.
Section 4 introduces a new estimation technique for generating point estimates of links and efficiently ob-
taining inputs used in post-hoc blocking. Section 4.3 examines the performance of our methods on a real
small-scale data. Section 5 applies our methods to an extract from the Great Registers, comparing it to a
recent proposal in the political science literature (Enamorado et al., 2018). Section 6 concludes with some
discussion and directions for future work.
2 Approaches to Model-Based Probabilistic Record Linkage
Early approaches to probabilistic record linkage (such as the seminal work of Fellegi and Sunter (1969),
described below) take what might be called a model-based clustering approach to record linkage were they
developed today. This remains a popular approach. While the models and modes of inference have changed,
the basic idea is the same: Each record pair corresponds to either a true match or a true non-match,
and the goal in PRL is to use observed data to infer the latent match status for each pair of records under
consideration. In this paper we consider matching two files which have no duplicates, a special but important
use case of probabilistic record linkage. In this case a record from one file can match at most one record from
the other. The “one-to-one” matching assumption is often useful even when the input files are not exactly
deduplicated, as it provides important regularization during modeling.
To fix notation, suppose we have two collections of records, denoted A and B, containing nA and nB
records respectively. Records a ∈ A and b ∈ B are said to be “matched” or “linked” if they refer to the
same underlying entity. In this case the latent true match status for each record pair can be represented by
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ID Surname Age County
a1 Williams 33 Alameda
a2 Smith 24 Alameda
a3 Jones 47 Santa Cruz
(a) Data A
ID Surname Age County
b1 Jonnes 45 Santa Cruz
b2 Sauter 22 Napa
b3 Wiliams 35 Alameda
(b) Data B
Record Pair Surname Age County
(a1,b1) 7 12 1
(a1,b2) 8 11 1
(a1,b3) 1 2 0
(c) Record Comparisons
Table 1: In (a) and (b) we show examples of records to which PRL can be applied. (c) then shows comparisons
between the first record in (a) and each record in (b).
an nA × nB binary matrix C, where
Cab =
{
1 if record a matches record b
0 otherwise
(1)
Since there are no duplicated records in A or B, the matching between the two files must be one-to-one and
the row and column sums of C must all be less than or equal to one. Our goal is to infer C using observable
attributes of the records.
2.1 Comparing records for PRL
The matrix C describing the linkage structure between the two files is unobserved. However, for each
record we obtain a set of attributes that partially identify the individual to whom the record corresponds.
Common examples include names, addresses, or other demographic information. These features serve to
weakly identify the individual to whom the record belongs – intuitively, pairs of records that appear similar
are more likely correspond to true matches (Cab = 1).
A popular approach to model-based PRL is to begin by generating comparisons between record pairs on
these attributes. These record comparisons then constitute the observed “data”. The specific comparisons
used can be tailored to the specific features available – for example, we might use a similarity score or the
edit distance between two names, or the absolute difference between two dates of birth. Table 1 provides a
simple example of the reduction of record pairs to comparison vectors. The first two tables (a and b) are
records from file A and file B, respectively. Panel (c) shows the constructed comparisons between the first
entry in (a) and each entry in (b). Here surnames are compared using a Levenshtein (edit) distance, ages
are compared using the absolute difference between the values, and counties are compared using a strict
matching criterion (1 if the counties are identical and 0 otherwise). Many specialized comparison metrics
have been developed, such as the Jaro-Winkler similarity score which was designed for comparing names in
the presence of typographical error (Winkler, 1990). See (Christen, 2012, Chapter 5) for a detailed account
of generating comparisons for different data types.
Suppose d separate comparisons are generated for each record pair. We collect these in a vector:
γab = (γ
1
ab, γ
2
ab, . . . , γ
d
ab). (2)
and denote the collection of comparison vectors for all record pairs as Γ. These comparison vectors constitute
the observed data in our model-based approach to PRL. Throughout we will assume that each γjab is a
categorical measure of similarity or agreement, with higher levels corresponding to higher similarity. This is
not the only approach to model-based PRL; one could alternatively model the error generation process and
work directly with the observed field values (as in e.g. Tancredi et al. (2011, 2013); Gutman et al. (2013);
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Steorts et al. (2015, 2016); Dalzell et al. (2017)). While this strategy has some advantages over working with
comparison vectors it becomes unwieldy with more complicated fields like names and addresses.
2.2 The Fellegi-Sunter Framework
Fellegi and Sunter (1969) provide an early approach to PRL using comparison vectors. The basic idea is to
model comparison vectors as arising from two distributions, one corresponding to true matching pairs and
one corresponding to true non-matching pairs. Recalling that each element of the comparison vector takes
on a discrete set of values, define
m(g) = Pr (γab = g | Cab = 1)
u(g) = Pr (γab = g | Cab = 0) ,
(3)
for g ranging over the possible values of the comparison vector. These parameters are often referred to as
“m−probabilities” and “u−probabilities” in the literature, a convention we adopt here.
2.2.1 The Fellegi-Sunter Decision Rule
Fellegi and Sunter (1969) provided a procedure for estimating C using the values of m and u, or estimates
thereof. Define a weight for each record pair:
wab = log
(
m(γab)
u(γab)
)
. (4)
This weight summarizes information about the relative likelihood of a record pair being a link versus non-link.
Informally we can think of wab as a log-likelihood ratio statistic for testing whether γab was generated by
comparing matching or non-matching records. Intuitively, when a comparison vector g indicates significant
agreement between the fields of two records we would expect m(g) >> u(g), so if γab = g then wab >> 0. To
generate a point estimate Cˆ of C Fellegi and Sunter (1969) provide a simple decision rule: A record pair (a, b)
with wab > Tµ is called a match (Cˆab = 1), and a record pair with wab < Tλ is called a non-match (Cab = 0).
Any remaining pairs have “indeterminate” match status and are evaluated manually. The thresholds Tµ and
Tλ are set to simultaneously control the false positive rate µ (the probability a non-matching pair is called
a match) and false negative rate λ (the probably a matching pair is called a non-match). Fellegi and Sunter
(1969) prove that this procedure minimizes the size of the indeterminate set for given values of m and u.
2.2.2 Parameter estimation
Fellegi and Sunter (1969) proposed computing m and u from known population values for some special cases,
or estimating m and u via the method of moments. However, it has become more common to estimate these
parameters using the EM algorithm to maximize
L(m,u, pi; Γ) =
∏
(a,b)∈A×B
pim(γab) + (1− pi)u(γab), (5)
the likelihood under a simple mixture model:
Pr(Cab = 1) = pi
Pr(γab = g | Cab = 1) = m(g), Pr(γab = g | Cab = 0) = u(g)
(6)
where each constructed comparison vector is treated as an independent observation (Winkler, 1988).
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Regardless of the estimation strategy employed it is generally necessary to impose further structure on the
m− and u−probabilities. (A simple parameter counting argument shows that the model with unrestricted
component probabilities is not identifiable.) A common assumption originating with Fellegi and Sunter
(1969) is conditional independence of each comparison given the true match status, in which case the model
in (6) reduces to a latent class model with two classes.
Define
mjh = Pr
(
γjab = h|Cab = 1
)
ujh = Pr
(
γjab = h|Cab = 0
)
,
(7)
for 1 ≤ j ≤ d and 1 ≤ h ≤ kj , where comparison j has kj possible levels. Under conditional independence
we have
m(g) =
d∏
j=1
kj∏
h=1
m
1(gj=h)
jh
u(g) =
d∏
j=1
kj∏
h=1
u
1(gj=h)
jh .
(8)
Less restrictive models impose log-linear or other constraints on the m− and u− probabilities (Thibaudeau,
1993; Winkler, 1993; Larsen and Rubin, 2001).
2.2.3 One-to-one matching in the Fellegi-Sunter Framework
As originally constructed, neither the methods for inferring m and u nor the decision rule for generating an
estimate of the matching structure C respect one-to-one matching constraints. In particular, in the Fellegi-
Sunter decision rule, if wab > Tµ and wab′ > Tµ then both would be declared links even though this would
violate one-to-one matching. Jaro (1989) proposed a three-stage approach for adapting the Fellegi-Sunter
decision rule to respect one-to-one matching. The first stage generates estimates of mˆ and uˆ by maximizing
(5). The second stage generates C∗, an estimate of C that satisfies the following assignment problem:
C∗ = max
C
∑
a,b∈A×B
Cabwˆab
subject to Cab ∈ {0, 1}∑
b∈B
Cab = 1 ∀a ∈ A∑
a∈A
Cab ≤ 1 ∀b ∈ B,
(9)
where we assume that nA ≤ nB . Despite its combinatorial nature this optimization problem can be
solved relatively efficiently with standard linear programming techniques (solving assignment problems is
discussed in Section 4.2.1). In the final stage, the matching estimate Ĉ is obtained from C∗ by setting
Cˆab = C
∗
ab1(wˆab ≥ λ), where λ plays the same role as in the FS decision rule.
While this procedure leads to an estimate of C that respects one-to-one matching, it is critically dependent
upon good estimates of m and u. However, it has been observed empirically that failing to enforce the one-
to-one constraint during estimation can lead to poor estimates of m and u (Tancredi et al., 2011; Sadinle,
2017). One-to-one matching could be enforced using a more realistic model for C that incorporates one-to-one
constraints. However, the relatively simple and scalable EM algorithm for estimating m and u probabilities
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marginalizing over C no longer applies. In Section 4 we introduce a new estimation algorithm that could be
used for jointly estimating m, u, and C, but to date the most common solution to this problem appears to
be full Bayesian modeling.
2.3 Bayesian Modeling for Probabilistic Record Linkage
Bayesian models for PRL naturally enforce one-to-one matching via support constraints in the prior distri-
bution over C. Prior information on the matching parameters or the total number of linked records can be
incorporated as well. But perhaps the strongest advantage of employing Bayesian modeling is that it natu-
rally provides uncertainty over the linkage structure (through posterior samples of C) that can be propagated
to subsequent inference.
Early approaches to Bayesian PRL utilized the same comparison-vector based model as in (6), typically
replacing the independent Bernoulli prior distributions on the elements of C with priors that respect one-
to-one matching constraints (e.g. (Fortini et al., 2001; Larsen, 2005)). Other Bayesian approaches avoid
the reduction to comparisons by modeling population distributions of fields and error-generating processes
directly (Tancredi et al., 2011, 2013; Steorts et al., 2015, 2016) or specify joint models for C and the ultimate
analysis of interest, such as a regression model where the response variable is only available on one of the
two files (Gutman et al., 2013; Dalzell et al., 2017). While we focus on comparison based modeling here, our
post-hoc blocking procedure is model-agnostic and could be utilized in any of these models.
Most implementations of Bayesian PRL under one-to-one matching update C using local Metropolis-
Hastings moves. At each step the algorithm proposes to either add or drop individual links, or swap the
links between two record pairs, as described in e.g. Fortini et al. (2002); Larsen (2005); Green and Mardia
(2006). A notable exception is Zanella (2019), in which the current values of matching parameters are used
to make more efficient local MCMC proposals (often at significant computational cost). This is particularly
effective when the records in both files can be partitioned or “blocked” such that links between records can
only occur within elements of the partition (the blocks). With high-quality blocking variables some of these
blocks can be small enough to enumerate, which admits simpler Gibbs sampling updates of the corresponding
submatrices of C (Gutman et al., 2013; Dalzell and Reiter, 2016).
The MCMC steps for other model parameters are generally standard Gibbs or Metropolis-Hastings up-
dates conditional on C. For all the Bayesian PRL models of which we are aware the most computationally
expensive operations by far are the updates of the matrix C, due to its size and the local nature of the
proposals. In the next section we propose a strategy for scaling Bayesian inference to much larger problems.
3 Scaling Probabilistic Record Linkage with Post-Hoc Blocking
Probabilistic record linkage is inherently computationally expensive; with files of size nA and nB there are
nAnB record comparisons to be made, which is prohibitively large for even seemingly modest file sizes. Com-
parisons such as string similarity metrics commonly used for names or addresses are much slower to compute
than simple agreement measures and further add to the computational complexity of PRL. Regardless of the
approach taken to PRL it is generally necessary to reduce number of record pairs under consideration during
data pre-processing, a process known as indexing or blocking. We provides a short overview of traditional
pre-processing steps before introducing our new strategy of post-hoc blocking for scaling Bayesian PRL.
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3.1 Traditional approaches: Indexing, blocking and filtering
Traditional approaches to reducing the number of potentially matching record pairs can be separated into
three categories: indexing, blocking, and filtering (Murray, 2016). Indexing refers to any technique for
excluding a record pair from consideration before performing a complete comparison; for example, we might
exclude record pairs from different counties, or any record pairs with years of birth that differ by more than
five. A blocking scheme is an indexing scheme that requires candidate record pairs to agree on a single
derived comparison, known as a blocking key. This induces a nontrivial partition of the records such that
all links must occur within elements of the partition (the blocks). For example, indexing by requiring that
matching record pairs agree on a county defines a blocking scheme, since matches can only occur within
a county. Filtering refers to excluding record pairs after a complete comparison has been made. Little
reference is made to filtering in the literature, but it is featured in many implementations of PRL (e.g. the
U.S Census Bureau’s BigMatch software (Yancey, 2002)).
Reducing the number of comparisons by blocking is particularly attractive since it effectively leads to a
collection of smaller PRL problems that can be solved in parallel. However, it is relatively rare to have a
single blocking key that leads to an effective reduction in the number of candidate pairs without excluding
many true matches in the process. In applications it is more common to combine the results of multiple
blocking passes (see e.g. Winkler et al. (2010) for a high-profile example), which Murray (2016) calls indexing
by disjunctions of blocking keys. For example, we might include all record pairs that come from the same
county or match on the first three characters of their first name. In general indexing by disjunctions of
blocking keys does not itself yield a blocking scheme.
3.2 Post-Hoc Blocking for Bayesian PRL
Given their computational complexity, Bayesian implementations of PRL tend to require stricter blocking or
indexing than competing methods, such as the simpler Fellegi-Sunter approach. Stricter indexing increases
the risk of false non-matches. Yet Bayesian approaches lead to better estimates of C under one-to-one match-
ing when the records contain limited information, and provide a meaningful characterization of uncertainty in
the linkage structure. To scale Bayesian inference we construct a high-quality blocking key from the available
fields which excludes most of the obviously non-matching pairs. Critically, to obtain low false non-match
rates and meaningful estimates of uncertainty we need to construct this blocking key such that it assigns
both records in a record pair to the same block, whenever there is significant uncertainty about whether the
record pair is a true match. Given such a blocking key the MCMC algorithm could efficiently target the
“interesting” areas of C, i.e. those areas with significant posterior variability, by fixing the elements of C
outside of the blocks to zero.
We propose constructing such a blocking key using post-hoc blocking. The procedure is straightforward:
First, if necessary, perform traditional blocking or indexing only to the extent necessary to make computing
the comparison vectors feasible. Second, estimate matching weights or probabilities for each record pair.
We refer to these generically as post-hoc blocking weights. The only criteria for these weights is that they
reliably give high weight to true matching pairs and low weight to true non-matching pairs. Third, conduct
an additional blocking pass using the estimated weights to define the blocking key, reducing the number of
record pairs just enough to make running an MCMC algorithm feasible. Using the weights to construct a
blocking key incorporates all the information available in the comparison vector, with the goal of obtaining
relatively compact blocks containing most of the pairs that are plausible matches.
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Figures 1a - 1d illustrate the process of post-hoc block generation. The rows and columns of the heatmaps
correspond to records from file A and file B, respectively. Figure 1a shows a heatmap of the post-hoc blocking
weights for each pair, with darker squares signifying larger weights. To generate a set of post-hoc blocks
we begin by thresholding the matrix of weights at some value w0. Figure 1b shows the thresholded matrix,
where black boxes correspond to the record pairs with weights over the threshold.
At this point we have defined a bipartite graph between the records in files A and B; an edge is present
between records ai and bj if the weight for the record pair exceeds w0. The sets of records corresponding
to the nodes in each connected component are the post-hoc blocks; these are labelled in Figures 1c and 1d
(the latter merely reorders the records to emphasize the block structure, and adds links below the threshold
to complete the block structure). In this example, post-hoc blocking reduced the number of candidate pairs
by nearly 80% while identifying a block of records that appear to have multiple plausible configurations
(post-hoc block 1, the record pairs in blue).
The procedure for sampling from an approximate posterior distribution for C employing post-hoc blocking
is summarized in Algorithm 1 below; implementation details follow.
Algorithm 1 Post-hoc Blocking with Restricted MCMC
Input: Comparison vectors Γ for a set of record pairs, initial weight threshold wmin, maximum component
size Nc
Output: Approximate posterior distribution for C and other model parameters
1. Estimate post-hoc blocking weights wˆab.
2. Compute the matrix E where eab = 1(wˆab > w0) with w0 = wmin
3. Find the connected components of G, where G is defined as the bipartite graph with adjacency matrix
E. The set of records corresponding to the nodes in each connected component are the post-hoc
blocks
4. For post-hoc blocks larger than Nc repeat 2. and 3. with a threshold w
′
0 > w0. Apply recursively on
any resulting post-hoc blocks larger than Nc
5. Run a standard MCMC algorithm, fixing Cab = 0 for all record pairs outside of the post-hoc blocks.
Step 1: Weight estimation. Clearly the performance of post-hoc blocking will depend on the quality of
the weights. However, for the purposes of post-hoc blocking they can be somewhat inaccurate, record pairs
need only be included in a post-hoc to be considered by the restricted MCMC algorithm. But at a minimum
these weights must avoid giving low weight to truly matching and ambiguous record pairs, while giving low
weight to clearly non-matching pairs.
If labelled true matching and non-matching record pairs are available we could use these to predict the
probability that the remaining pairs are a match using standard classification methods. Used in isolation
these predicted probabilities will often fail to be well calibrated; for example, when a record in file A has
multiple plausible candidates in file B they may all receive high matching probabilities despite the one-to-
one constraint. However, this is not a concern in the construction of post-hoc blocks, these records will be
gathered into the same post-hoc block and the uncertainty in the matching structure will be represented in
the posterior distribution.
Alternatively, in the absence of labelled record pairs we could use EM estimates of the Fellegi-Sunter
weights in (4) as post-hoc blocking weights. This can work well in settings where there are several attributes
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a1
a2
a3
a4
a5
b1 b2 b3 b4 b5
(a)
a1
a2
a3
a4
a5
b1 b2 b3 b4 b5
(b)
1 1
1
2
3a1
a2
a3
a4
a5
b1 b2 b3 b4 b5
(c)
1
1
1
1∗
2
3
a5
a2
a4
a3
a1
b5 b1 b4 b2 b3
(d)
Figure 1: An example of post-hoc blocking (a) shows an example of estimated weights with dark cells
corresponding to larger weights. (b) We construct a binary matrix where ones indicate weights above
the threshold; this is the adjacency matrix of a bipartite graph. (c) We number and color the connected
components of the graph; these are the basis of the post-hoc blocks. (d) We reorder the records to group
them into the post-hoc blocks. Note that record pair (a4, b1) (labelled 1
∗) is included to complete post-hoc
block one, even though its weight was below w0.
available for matching and where most of the records in A also appear in B. When the two files have
few fields in common, or there is significant error in the fields available, or when there is limited overlap
between the files, EM-estimated weights can perform quite poorly (Tancredi et al., 2011; Sadinle, 2017).
More reliable weights can be obtained by estimating the m− and u− probabilities while accounting for the
one-to-one matching constraint, which we explore in Section 4.2 below.
Step 2: Maximum component size selection. Choosing the maximum component size Nc requires
balancing statistical accuracy (the quality of our posterior approximation) against computational efficiency.
Smaller values of Nc are more likely to exclude true matching pairs, increasing the false non-match rate, and
even excluding truly non-matching pairs which are not obviously non-matches risks misrepresenting posterior
uncertainty.
Selecting a larger Nc decreases bias by admitting more record pairs, which tends to yield a smaller number
of (larger) post-hoc blocks. Larger post-hoc blocks and more record pairs lead to increased computation
time during MCMC; the most significant computational gains from post-hoc blocking accrue when a large
portion of the post-hoc blocks are small.
Given these considerations we should choose the largest Nc that leads to a computationally feasible
MCMC. What constitutes a “feasible” problem will naturally be context dependent, but a maximum post-
hoc block size is at least straightforward to consider. We recommend setting the initial threshold wmin to
at most zero, but an appropriate value is ultimately dependant on the observed distribution of post-hoc
blocking weights.
Step 3 & 4: Finding post-hoc blocks. For a given threshold w0, finding the post-hoc blocks is equivalent
to finding the connected components of a bipartite graph. This is a well-studied problem with efficient
solutions (Tarjan, 1972; Gazit, 1986). Post-hoc blocks smaller than Nc can be obtained recursively: As the
threshold is increased we need only repeat the post-hoc blocking procedure within each current post-hoc
block larger than Nc.
Step 5: Restricted MCMC Post-hoc blocking typically achieves massive reductions in scale relative to
traditional blocking schemes for even moderate threshold values. Generally, a large number of small or
singleton blocks are produced, in addition to a smaller number of larger blocks. This distribution of block
sizes makes it possible design a restricted MCMC algorithm which mixes much more efficiently than standard
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approaches.
For very small blocks it is possible to enumerate all possible values of the corresponding submatrix of
C and compute the corresponding unnormalized posteriors (conditional on the rest of C), allowing us to
perform a Gibbs sampling update instead of a Metropolis step. Balancing increased computational time
against decreased mixing time, this only makes sense for very small blocks. For example, there are only 7
possible linkage structures within a block of size 2× 2 and 34 for a block of size 3× 3, but for a 5× 5 block
there are 1,546 possible structures. Other implementations of Bayesian PRL have taken advantage of this
enumerability when a large number of high-quality traditional blocking fields are available (Gutman et al.,
2013). However, post-hoc blocking is by design much more likely to produce a large number of small blocks
than traditional blocking.
For moderately sized blocks, informative locally balanced Metropolis-Hastings proposals can be used
instead of simple add/drop/swap proposals (Zanella, 2019). Zanella (2019) showed that locally balanced
proposals can dramatically improve mixing over standard Metropolis-Hastings proposals in Bayesian PRL
models. However, locally balanced proposals also become prohibitively costly for large blocks: For a kA×kB
block containing L links at one iteration, the likelihood (up to a constant) must be computed 2(kAkB−L(L−
1)) times to perform a single locally balanced update. Zanella (2019) mitigated this issue by including random
sub-block generation as part of the locally balanced proposal. But as the file sizes increase these completely
random sub-blocks are increasingly unlikely to capture all or even many of the plausible candidates for each
record in the block. In contrast, the post-hoc blocks are specifically constructed to capture all the plausible
candidates for a given record in the same block.
The integration of post-hoc blocking with locally balanced moves and Gibbs updates produces an MCMC
algorithm which mixes substantially faster for large problems than standard approaches. However, the
posterior distribution obtained under post-hoc blocking is only an approximation, as the posterior probability
of links between record pairs outside of the post-hoc blocks is artificially set to zero. In small problems
where we can check against the full posterior the practical effect of this approximation seems to be limited
(Section 4.3). In large problems, an approximation of this sort seems unavoidable – it is infeasible to run
any current MCMC algorithm over datasets with hundreds of thousands of records generating hundreds of
millions of candidate record pairs, even after indexing. However, post-hoc blocking and restricted MCMC
can function well in this setting (Section 5).
3.3 Post-hoc blocking versus traditional blocking, indexing, and filtering
Post-hoc blocking combines ideas from indexing (specifically blocking) and filtering. However, it is not a
special case of either. In traditional indexing and blocking, the goal is to avoid a complete comparison of
the record pairs. As a result, the record pairs excluded by indexing are simply ignored and have no impact
on model fitting. The same is typically true when filtering is employed – the record pairs that are filtered
after a complete comparison have been made are ignored during model fitting, even though their comparison
vectors have been generated.
In post-hoc blocking we use of all the generated comparison vectors by fixing Cab = 0 for record pairs
outside the post-hoc blocks. Even though they cannot be matched, data from these record pairs will be
used to estimate the model parameters (for example, the u−parameters in Bayesian variants of the basic
Fellegi-Sunter mixture model in (6)). This makes efficient use of the comparison data, and avoids some of
the more pernicious effects of filtering on subsequent parameter estimation described by Murray (2016). In
Section 5.1 we examine the effects of additionally fixing Cab = 0 for all record pairs outside of the initial
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blocking or indexing scheme. This has the effect of de-biasing the estimated u−parameters, which we find
to be important in practice. Under a conditional independence assumption we are able to compute the set
of comparisons that would be observed exactly. If this is not feasible then weighted sampling can be used to
estimate the set of comparisons.
4 Post-Hoc Blocking Weights under One-to-One Constraints
High-quality weights are important for efficient implementation of the post-hoc blocking algorithm. In
applications of PRL to historical data we often have relatively few fields available to perform matching,
many or all of which are subject to error. At the same time we know that the constituent files are at
least approximately de-duplicated, so imposing a one-to-one matching constraint makes sense. We also have
limited or no labelled matching and non-matching record pairs with which to construct weights or validate
results, suggesting the use of EM-estimated Fellegi-Sunter weights in post-hoc blocking.
However, we have observed that in this setting (one-to-one matching with a small number of noisy fields)
the Fellegi-Sunter weights can be unreliable. We provide some evidence of this in Section 4.3. Similar
observations have been made by Tancredi et al. (2011); Sadinle (2017). In this section we propose a new
method for estimating post-hoc blocking weights under one-to-one matching constraints by enforcing the
constraints during estimation.
4.1 Penalized Maximum Likelihood Weight Estimates
Jaro (1989)’s three-stage method for producing estimates of C (summarized in Section 2.2.3) involved three
steps: Estimating the weights by maximum likelihood ignoring the one-to-one matching constraint, obtaining
an optimal complete matching, and discarding matches with weights under a threshold to obtain a partial
matching between the two files. Better estimates of the weights can be obtained by incorporating all three
steps in a single-stage estimation procedure, simultaneously maximizing a joint likelihood in C, m, and u
while penalizing the total number of matches.
The penalized likelihood takes the following form, where the last term in (10) is the penalty and the
leading terms are the same complete data log likelihood corresponding to the standard two-component
mixture model in (6):
l(C,m, u; Γ) =
∑
ab
[Cab log(m(γab)) + (1− Cab) log(u(γab))]− θ
∑
ab
Cab (10)
=
∑
ab
log(u(γab)) +
∑
ab
Cab[log(m(γab))− log(u(γab))]− θ
∑
ab
Cab
=
∑
ab
log(u(γab)) +
∑
ab
Cab[wab − θ] (11)
The form of the penalized likelihood in (11) shows that θ plays a similar role to Tµ in the FS decision rule;
only pairs with wab > θ can be linked without decreasing the log-likelihood. This is also the unnormalized
log posterior for C, m, and u under the a prior for C introduced in Green and Mardia (2006); the penalized
likelihood estimate corresponds to a maximum a posteriori estimate under a particular Bayesian model.
Finding a local mode of (10) is straightforward via alternating maximization steps, which are iterated
until the change in (10) is negligble:
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1. Maximize C, given values of m and u. To maximize the penalized likelihood in C we need to solve the
following assignment problem:
max
C
∑
a,b∈A×B
Cabw˜ab
subject to Cab ∈ {0, 1}
Cab = 0 if w˜ab = 0∑
b∈B
Cab ≤ 1 ∀a ∈ A∑
a∈A
Cab ≤ 1 ∀b ∈ B.
(12)
where
w˜ab =
{
wab − θ wab ≥ θ
0 wab < θ
(13)
We discuss how to efficiently solve these thresholded assignment problems in Section 4.2.1.
2. Maximize m and u probabilities, given a value of C. These updates are available in closed form under
the conditional independence model (Equation 8):
mjh =
nmjh +
∑
ab Cab1(γ
j
ab = h)∑
h nmjh +
∑
ab Cab
(14)
ujh =
nujh +
∑
ab(1− Cab)1(γjab = h)∑
h nujh +
∑
ab(1− Cab)
. (15)
where the n’s are optional pseudocounts used to regularize the estimates. (These terms correspond to
an additional penalty, omitted from (10)-(11) for clarity.) We suggest their use in practice to avoid
degenerate probabilities of zero or one. They are easy to calibrate as “prior counts” – i.e., nmjh
is the prior count of truly matching record pairs with level h on comparison j, and the strength of
regularization is determined by
∑
h nmjh (with larger values implying stronger regularization).
Conceptually this optimization procedure is straightforward, but iteration to a global mode is not guar-
anteed. In general a global mode in all the parameters need not exist – for example, if a record in A has
two exact matches in B then the penalized likelihood function will have at least two modes with the highest
possible value. However, the values of the m− and u−probabilities will be the same in both modes and
these are the only objects of interest for defining weights. Of course it is also possible for an alternating
maximization approach to get trapped in sub-optimal local modes. Our experience running multiple starts
from different initializations suggests that this not common – that is, when we iterate to distinct local modes
they tend to have similar values for the m− and u− probabilities.
4.2 Maximal Weights for Post-Hoc Blocking
The estimated m− and u− probabilities obtained via penalized likelihood maximum estimation can depend
strongly on the value of the penalty parameter θ. In general higher values of θ correspond to lower numbers
of matches, and one could potentially try to calibrate this parameter based on subject matter knowledge and
prior expectations. However, rather than banking on our prior expectations we propose a more conservative
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approach: Rather than fixing a value of θ and obtaining weights for each pair, we vary θ over a range of
values, obtain estimated weights for every value of θ, and take the maximum observed weight for each record
pair as the post-hoc blocking weight. This obviates the need to calibrate θ and assigns relatively high weight
to any record pair that is a plausible match candidate for some value of θ.
To define the sequence of values we suggest starting with θ = 0 and then selecting successively larger
penalty values. The actual sequence of penalty values can be chosen via a variety of different rules. A useful
rule of thumb is that the next penalty in the sequence should be larger than the smallest weight in the
previous solution, to ensure a change in the solution to the assignment problem. Specifying a minimum gap
size between successive values of θ provides further control over computation time.
A naive implementation of maximal weight estimation is computationally intensive – standard algo-
rithms for solving the assignment problems (such as the Hungarian algorithm, Kuhn (1955)) have worst-case
complexity that is cubic in the larger of the two file sizes. Each step of the penalized likelihood maximiza-
tion involves solving multiple assignment problems, and this must be repeated for each distinct value of
θ. However, there are three features of our assignment problems that make them dramatically easier to
solve: The weight matrices involved are usually extremely sparse, exact solutions are often not necessary,
and assignments from previous iterations can be used to effectively initialize the next iteration.
4.2.1 Solving Sparse Thresholded Assignment Problems
Given a set of estimated weights, Jaro (1989) suggested solving (16) by constructing a canonical linear sum
assignment problem, which assumes that each record in A will be matched to some record in B. If nA < nB
Jaro (1989) does this by constructing an nB ×nB augmented square matrix of weights wˇ and an augmented
assignment matrix C and solving the following canonical linear sum assignment problem (LSAP):
max
C
nB∑
a=1
nB∑
b=1
Cabwˇab
subject to Cab ∈ {0, 1}
nB∑
b=1
Cab = 1 ∀a ∈ A
nA∑
a=1
Cab = 1 ∀b ∈ B,
(16)
where wˇab = wˆab (the estimated weight) if a ≤ nA and is otherwise set to the smallest observed weight or
another extreme negative value. In a final step any matches with weights under a threshold are dropped,
which necessarily removes any matches that correspond to augmented entries in C.
Unfortunately, in general this procedure will not lead to the estimate of C with the highest total weight
assigned to the matched pairs. Figure 2 provides a simple counterexample. Figure 2a shows an example
of estimated weights. Since the LSAP above makes a complete assignment, there are two feasible values
of C that could be returned: Either a1 matches b1 and a2 matches b2, or a1 matches b2 and a2 matches
b1. The latter matching (Figure 2b) provides the solution to the assignment problem above, because of the
relatively large negative weight on the pair (a2, b2). But inspecting the weight matrix shows that the best
overall matching – accounting for the subsequent thresholding – is obtained by linking a1 and b1, leaving a2
and b2 unmatched.
The solution to this problem is to incorporate the threshold into the maximization problem by setting
any weights below the threshold to zero (and adding a constant to make the remaining weights positive if
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a1
a2
b1 b2
2 −3
5 2
(a)
a1
a2
b1 b2
2 −3
5 2
(b)
a1
a2
b1 b2
2 0
5 2
(c)
a1
a2
b1 b2
2 0
5 2
(d)
Figure 2: Simple assignment problem with and without threshold (a) shows an example of estimated weights.
(b) Highlights the assignment that maximizes the assigned weights for the costs given in (a). (c) Adjusts the
costs shown in (a) by thresholding at 0. (d) the maximal assignment solution if the thresholded costs are
used and zero cost assignments are then deleted. We note that the resulting assignment has a higher weight
than the one given in (b).
necessary). In the final step, any entry of C with a corresponding zero weight is dropped. Figure 2c shows
the thresholded weight matrix, which leads to the correct solution (Figure 2d). This is how we construct the
weight matrices during penalized likelihood estimation; see (13).
Adopting the formulation in (12) has the added benefit of making the assignment problem easier to solve.
While relatively efficient algorithms exist for solving dense LSAPs, (e.g. the Hungarian algorithm (Kuhn,
1955)), they have a worst case complexity of O(n3) where n = max(nA, nB) (Jonker and Volgenant, 1986;
Lawler, 1976). However, after thresholding our weight matrix will be very sparse. Indeed, depending on the
degree of overlap between the two files there may be entire rows and columns of zeros – effectively reducing
n and yielding an easier optimization problem.
Even greater benefits can be realized by partitioning the sparse weight matrix to derive many small
optimization problems to be solved in parallel. Similar to our procedure for obtaining post-hoc blocks, we
can employ graph clustering to separate the records into blocks (defined by the connected components of
the weighted graph defined by the thresholded post-hoc blocking weights) such that links are only possible
within and not across blocks. This allows us to decompose the full assignment problem into a set of smaller
problems that can be solved in parallel, as summarized in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Connected-Component Based Assignment Problem
Input: Thresholded weight matrix W˜ (from Eq (13))
Output: Estimate Ĉ partial assignment with highest total weight
1. Find the connected components of the bipartite graph G which has edges between nodes a and b
where w˜ab > 0.
2. Solve the assignment problem for each component separately.
3. Merge assignment solutions.
Finding the connected components of a bipartite graph has computational complexity of O(|E|+nA+nB)
(linear time with respect to the number of edges in the graph, i.e. the number of nonzero weights after thresh-
holding) (Tarjan, 1972). This is loosely bounded by nAnB above. After partitioning the graph, computational
demands are driven primarily by solving the LSAP corresponding to the largest connected component. Since
the computational complexity of this step is at worst O(k3), with k being the maximum number of records
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from either file appearing in the component, we can obtain dramatic reductions in computational complexity
by partitioning the original problem.
Practical performance is often much better than these worst-case complexity results might suggest. Many
of the sub-matrices of W˜ corresponding to connected components will remain sparse. In computational
studies many algorithms for solving LSAPs show substantially faster results on sparse problems (Carpaneto
and Toth, 1983; Jonker and Volgenant, 1987; Orlin and Lee, 1993; Hong et al., 2016). In fact previous work
suggests, but does not prove, that it may be possible to solve sparse assignment problems in near linear time
with respect to the number of edges (Orlin and Lee, 1993). The only case of proven complexity improvements
that we are aware of is for auction algorithms (Bertsekas and Eckstein, 1988; Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1989).
We adopt the auction algorithm for solving sparse LSAPs in all of our algorithms. In addition to its
performance guarantees, the auction algorithm allows us to use previous solutions to specify initial values
for new problems. This is useful in the iterative maximization problems in both the penalized maximum
likelihood and the maximal weight procedure. Further, we have the option to stop the auction algorithm
early to save on computation time. This is useful in penalized likelhood estimation, where we need not
necessarily find the optimal assignment in order to improve the objective function at each step. For a more
complete overview of auction algorithms see Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis (1989); Bertsekas (1998, 1992).
4.3 Illustrations of Post-Hoc Blocking and Restricted MCMC: Italian Census
Data (Tancredi et al., 2011)
We consider a small scale example from the existing literature to illustrate the performance of post-hoc
blocking with maximal weights. The data in this example come from a small geographic area; there are
34 records from the census (file A) and 45 records from the post-enumeration survey (file B). The goal is
to identify the number of overlapping records to obtain an estimate of the number of people missed by the
census count using capture-recapture methods. This small scale example allows us to compare the results
of estimation performed employing post-hoc blocking with the results from considering the full set of record
pairs.
Each record includes three categorical variables: the first two consonants of the family name (339 cat-
egories), sex (2 categories), and education level (17 categories). We generate comparison vectors as binary
indicators of an exact match between each field. The prior over the linkage structure is set to a Beta-bipartite
distribtuion with α = 1.0 and β = 1.0, which is uniform over the expected proportion of matches (Fortini
et al., 2001, 2002; Larsen, 2005, 2010; Sadinle, 2017). We assume a conditional independence model for m−
and u−probabilities as in (8). Each vector of conditional probabilities is assigned a Dirichlet prior distribu-
tion. We assume that mj ∼ Dir(1.9, 1.1) and uj ∼ Dir(1.1, 1.9) for j = 1, 2, 3 independently. These priors
where chosen to contain modes near 0.9 and 0.1 respectively, with a reasonable degree of dispersion.
We estimate post-hoc blocking weights using the maximal weight procedure in Section 4.2. The resulting
weights for each possible comparison vector are shown in Table 2, along with EM weights for comparison.
Notable discrepancies are in gray. The EM weights consider a record pair agreeing on sex and education
alone to be a more probable match than a record pair agreeing on last name and sex, assigning such record
pairs weights of 2.68 and -0.95 respectively. While we have no ground truth here, this seems unlikely. More
striking is the EM weight assigned to record pairs that agree solely on education – its value of 1.18 under
this model would suggest that these such a pair is more likely than not a true match. Overall the maximum
weights seem to provide a more reasonable rank ordering of the comparison vectors.
Given the small size of the problem we select only a single post-hoc blocking threshold w0 to implement
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Last Sex Edu Count EM Weight Maximum Weight
1 1 1 25 5.27 6.16
1 1 0 13 -0.95 2.55
1 0 1 8 3.77 0.45
0 1 1 126 2.68 0.23
1 0 0 21 -2.45 -3.15
0 1 0 601 -3.54 -3.50
0 0 1 78 1.18 -5.58
0 0 0 658 -5.04 -9.31
Table 2: Maximum weights used for post-hoc blocking, and EM weights for comparison
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Figure 3: (a) Post-hoc blocks overlayed on posterior link probabilities estimated via MCMC using all record
pairs (b) Posterior probabilities from EM and restricted MCMC versus posterior match probability consid-
ering all record pairs.
the restricted MCMC. In our post-hoc blocking procedure we limit the size of the largest post-hoc block to
fewer than 100 record pairs. The resulting post-hoc blocks contain only 94 of the 1530 possible record pairs.
These are spread across 21 separate post-hoc blocks. Of the 21 post-hoc blocks, 14 contain only a single
record pair, 4 contain 2 record pairs, the remaining three contain 4, 8, and 60 record pairs respectively.
We then run both a MCMC algorithm containing all 1530 record pairs and our restricted MCMC under
identical model specifications. Results from both models are displayed in Figure 3a, with the post-hoc blocks
overlayed. Nearly all of the posterior link density is contained within the post-hoc blocks, but a few pairs
with modest posterior probability are omitted from the post-hoc blocks. (Lowering the threshold to capture
these would have resulted in a single large block.)
In Figure 3b we compare the posterior match probability estimated by the full MCMC, our post-hoc
blocking restricted MCMC, and posterior probability estimates as computed from the EM output. The full
and restricted MCMC probabilities are quite similar, except the small cluster of points on the x-axis near
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the origin. These are points that had modest posterior probability – less than 0.12 – in the full MCMC but
were excluded from the post-hoc blocks and assigned zero probability in the approximate posterior. Even
in this small example we obtain a significant improvement in runtimes: Using identical implementations
posterior sampling takes 13.6 seconds for the full MCMC algorithm versus 1.0 seconds when employing
post-hoc blocks. This factor of 13 is almost certainly an understatement if we also consider the mixing time
of the two chains – the restricted chain targets its moves carefully and tends to mix much faster.
The EM fit provides estimates of posterior probabilities, albeit posterior probabilities that do not respect
one-to-one matching constraints. These estimates do not align well with the MCMC output. This is in part
due to the problematic weight estimates in Table 2. But the failure to account for one-to-one matching seems
to play a larger role – in general we would expect omitting the constraint to lead the posterior probability
estimates to be too high, which is what we see here – nearly all the EM posterior probabilities exceed the
Bayesian estimates.
5 Linking the Great Registers: Alameda County Case Study
Beginning in 1900, each California county was required to publish a typeset copy of their voter registers in
each election year. The California Great Registers, which contained the name, address, party registration
and occupation of every registered voter, served as a record of the county’s voters and as poll books on
election day. The Great Registers provide a fine-grained tool for measuring the dynamics of partisan change
over an especially interesting period of American history, the New Deal realignment. From 1928 to 1936,
a substantial number of Americans switched their partisan allegiance from the Republicans (the party of
Herbert Hoover) to the Democrats (the party of Franklin Roosevelt). While this change is known to have
taken place at the macro-level, the Great Registers are the first individual-level dataset that follows this
change. Though every California county published a register, we focus on Alameda county, where Oakland
is located, as a case study.
Though the structure of the data is simple, transferring it from the printed page into digital format is
challenging. Ancestry.com scanned and performed optical character recognition (OCR) the Great Registers,
enabling use of the data by their subscribers for genealogical research. This process is only partially successful
because the quality of the scan as well as the original organization of the page can make the OCR fail to
produce recognizable text or can mistranscribe words and letters.
One quantity of interest to historians and political scientists is the frequency with which voters changed
between the parties from 1932 to 1936, during Roosevelt’s first term as president. Though voters rarely
switch parties, this period featured the most dramatic and rapid change in partisanship in the twentieth
century, making individual-level panel data from this period especially interesting. To make such a panel, we
link records from the 1932 voter register to the 1936 register using name, address and occupation. Though
party might be an informative field in making a match, it is withheld from the matching process so that
our estimate of the key quantity of interest, the party switching rate, is not biased toward stability by the
matching process. Because erroneous matches will inflate the match rate (a randomly selected voter from
1932 will share a party affiliation with a randomly selected voter from 1936 51.4% of the time), making quality
matches, and correctly estimating the probability of a match, is essential to estimating the party-switching
rate successfully.1 In our analysis we present two estimates of the links between the 1932 voter file and
1To simplify the presentation of results, the 14.7% of voters that were registered as neither Democrat nor Republican in
either of the two elections are excluded.
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the 1936 voter file. First, we estimate a Bayesian model using the post-hoc blocking and restricted MCMC
procedure outline in Section 3. Second, we estimated the links using the fastLink R package (Enamorado
et al., 2018), which estimates a Fellegi-Sunter based PRL model using an EM algorithm. We present
comparisons between the estimated model parameters and pairwise posterior probabilities in Section 5.3 and
differences in estimated party switch rates in Section 5.4. Due to constraints on the blocking schemes and
comparison vectors which can be employed within the fastLink package the models differ somewhat in both
the set of record pairs considered and the comparison vectors computed. We include a comparison between
fastLink and a Bayesian model estimated on a set of record pairs and comparison vectors identical to that
used by fastLink in Appendix A to demonstrate that the differences in results are driven almost entirely by
the choice of estimation procedure.
5.1 Bayesian Model
Before constructing comparison vectors we undertake a number of pre-processing steps. The suffix field is
coded as missing so frequently that we are forced to discard it entirely. Prefix is also largely missing but
is useful in that the vast majority of non-missing entries are either “mrs”, “ms”, or “miss” indicating that
the individual is a woman, a feature which is not coded explicitly in the original data. We construct an
indicator variable for probable females if one of these prefixes appears, or if the occupation is recorded as
“housewife” or a variant thereof. We then code the occupation variable as missing for housewives; as chance
agreement on occupation for housewives is very common. Next, we split the given name field into separate
first name and middle name fields. Finally, we split the address field into three parts: street number, street
name, and street type. Street number is coded as missing in cases where the street number is not included
in the address. The street type was re-coded (e.g. mapping both ”rd” and ”road” to ”road”) to standardize
common abbreviations. The street name contains the remains of the original address field after removing
the street number and street type from the original address string.
After discarding records missing two or more of the first name, surname, occupation, and street name
fields the files comprised 259,162 records from 1932 and 288,087 from 1936, yielding almost 75 billion record
pairs. Before generating comparison vectors for our Bayesian model, we reduce the set of record pairs under
consideration by employing indexing by disjunctions of blocking keys. A record pair was included if the first
three characters of the given name or the first three characters of the surname matched exactly. Because
many women’s first name begins with “mar”, a pairing in which both first names begin with “mar” is
included only if the first four characters of the first name match, or the first three characters of the surname
matched. The result is a total of 850 million record pairs, for which we compute comparison vectors.
5.1.1 Construction of Comparison vectors
To generate comparison vectors we employ a Jaro-Winkler string similarity score with a scaling factor of
p = 0.1 for the first name, surname, occupation, and street name fields. We compare the street number field
with a Levenshtein distance, using zero-padding to ensure the distance is calculated between strings of equal
length. The string similarities are converted to comparison vectors by binning, with the specific bins listed
in Table 3. Modeling the similarity in the middle name field requires a more nuanced approach because in
many cases only a middle initial was recorded. We therefore distinguish between records where a full middle
name was recorded and those containing only a middle initial. We considered three cases: two full middle
names are recorded, two middle initial initials are recorded, and one record contains a full middle name
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Similarity Level Similarity Range
6 [1]
5 [0.85, 1)
4 [0.6, 0.85)
3 [0.45, 0.6)
2 [0.25, 0.45)
1 [0.0, 0.25)
Similarity Level Similarity Range
5 [1]
4 [0.75, 1)
3 [0.5, 0.75)
2 [0.25, 0.5)
1 [0.0, 0.25)
Table 3: String similarity to ordinal mapping. Jaro-Winkler string similarity (left) and zero-padded Leven-
shtein string similarity (right).
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Figure 4: Posterior means of m-parameters (top) and u-parameters (bottom) with and without de-biasing
the u-parameters.
and the other record contains only a middle initial. When two full names are present we employ the same
string comparison used for first name and surname, for two initials we employ exact matching and when
one initial and one full name is present we employ exact matching between the initial and the first letter
of the full middle name. The result is 10 possible similarity levels for middle name, the six in Table 3 for
comparisons between two full middle names, two for comparisons between middle initials (exact agreement,
and disagreement), and two for comparisons between a middle initial and a full middle name. We compare
our constructed female indicator and the street type using strict matching, assigning a similarity level of 2
for an exact match and a 1 otherwise.
5.1.2 Post-Hoc Blocking and Restricted MCMC
After computing the comparison vectors we construct post-hoc blocks using maximal weights, which we
estimate using a sequence of penalized likelihood estimators. The runtime is about two and a half hours
on a desktop machine. When constructing post-hoc blocks we set Nc, the maximum block size, to 250,000
record pairs and initializing the post-hoc blocking procedure with wmin = 0. The resulting set of over 90,000
distinct post-hoc blocks containing approximately 1.5 million record pairs, less than 0.2% of the record pairs
returned by the indexing procedure.
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Figure 5: Posterior distribution of number of links for our Bayesian model with and without U-correction
(left).
We then estimate the model using our restricted MCMC algorithm. For first name, surname, occupation,
and street name we set the prior distribution over m−parameters to mj ∼ Dir(10, 6, 2, 1, 1, 1). For middle
name the prior is adjusted to mj ∼ Dir(10, 5, 3, 6, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) with the weights of 5 and 3 corresponding
to exact matching between two initials and exact matching between an initial and the first letter of a full
middle name respectively. For street number we use a prior of mj ∼ Dir(10, 6, 2, 1, 1) and for female and
street type we set mj ∼ Dir(5, 1). We again employ a Beta-bipartite prior with α = 1.0 and β = 1.0. We
estimate the posterior distributions with and without including the comparison vectors from record pairs
outside of the indexing scheme as described at the end of Section 3.3. We referred to these models as with and
without “U-correction”, employing the same set of post-hoc blocks for both models. The restricted MCMC
algorithm is run for a total of 10,000 steps, the total runtime is approximately 3.5 days. The first 2,500
steps are discarded as burn-in and excluded from all subsequent analysis, standard diagnostics indicated the
MCMC converged.
Posterior means for the m, and u-parameters are shown in Figure 4, in all cases the posterior distributions
of the m, and u-parameters were unimodal and highly concentrated. The posterior means of the parameters
are consistent with our expectations, with the m-parameters generally increasing for higher similarity levels
and the u-parameters almost exactly matching the observed empirical distributions of the comparison vectors.
As expected making the U-correction results in significantly different u-parameter estimates for first name
and surname, the variables used for indexing, as well as for the constructed female variable which we expect
to be correlated with first name. By including the comparison vectors excluded by the indexing we are able
to correctly evaluate the likelihood, which sets Cab = 0 for all record pairs outside of the post-hoc blocks. In
contrast when the correction is not made only the record pairs included in the indexing scheme are included
in the likelihood. The former approach is clearly preferable and yields more reasonable parameter estimates.
While the correction only directly affects observations classified as non-matches (the U component of the
mixture model) the correction affects the m-parameter estimates as well, altering the set of record pairs
classified as likely matches by the model.
Posterior distributions for the number of links with and without the U-correction are shown in Figure 5.
The posterior distribution for the model with the U-correction (center) indicates both a larger number of
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links, approximately 136,000 with the correction and only 87,000 without, as well as more dispersion in the
number of links. The right panel shows the number of matches that would be returned by each model as a
function of the posterior probability threshold for declaring a record pair a match. In addition to identifying
more matches, for all match thresholds, the larger slope of the U-correction line indicates that the model
identifies many more record pairs with a non-trivial level of uncertainty about the match status, perhaps
better characterizing the matching uncertainty. An inspection of a set of links assigned a substantially high
link probability by the model with the U-correction suggests that most of these additional links correspond to
true matches. In particularly, essentially all of the mover matches identified by the Bayesian model discussed
in Section
refsec:false˙match˙rates are assigned a non-trivial link probability only by the model with the U-correction.
Given the clear advantages, both theoretical and practical, we employ only the model with the U-correction
in later sections, which we will referred to as our “Bayesian model”.
5.2 Estimating Matches with fastLink
As a basis for comparison we also estimate linkages in the data employing the fastLink R package (Enamorado
et al., 2018). We were unable to implement indexing by disjunctions within the fastLink package, so we relied
on internal functions to block on first name. Using the built-in clustering function to generate blocks we
elected to generate 123 separate blocks as this resulted in block sizes of no more than 10,000 by 10,000
(much larger than our post-hoc blocks). The resulting blocks contained a total of 1.1 billion record pairs.
To generate comparisons with fastLink we used a Jaro-Winkler similarity metric with p = 0.1 on all fields
except for female and street type, for which we rely on exact matching. We are limited to three categories
for the string comparisons by the fastLink package. To set thresholds we let string similarity above 0.92
correspond to an “exact” match, between 0.88 and 0.92 a partial match, and below 0.88 a non-match.
Running the fastLink estimation procedure on each block individually yields 123 separate estimates for
each parameter, we show a histogram of these estimates in Figure 6 along with the posterior means from
a Bayesian model estimated on the same set of comparison vectors as fastLink. We refer to this Bayesian
model as our “Comparable” model, additional details on this model are provided in Appendix A. In cases
where there is disagreement between the models it appears to be at least in part a result of the con-
traint, incorporated into the fastLink estimation procedure that mmatch ≥ mpartial−match ≥ mnon−match
and umatch ≤ upartial−match ≤ mnon−match (Enamorado et al., 2018). It does not appear that this as-
sumption is reasonable in our application. Consider the case where random agreement on a field is rel-
atively common but transcription errors are either uncommon or, more plausibly, generally result in a
comparision which is classified as a non-match. In this scenario it may be the case that partial agree-
ments are observed less frequently than either matching comparisons among non-matched record pairs
(due to random agreements) or non-matching comparisons among matched record pairs (due to pars-
ing or transcription errors). However, as long as partial matches are relatively more common among
matched record pairs then an observed partial match will still, other features held constant, indicate
that the record pair is more likely to be a match than a record pairs for which a non-match compari-
son was observed. Thus, we might expect to observe monotonously among the ratios of the parameters,
mmatch/umatch ≥ mpartial−match/umatch−match ≥ mnon−match/unon−match, but not, in general, among the
parameters themselves.
Because fastLink, like other EM-based methods, does not incorporate a one-to-one matching constraint
we employ the built in deduplication procedure to produce a set of record pairs consistent with a one-to-one
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Figure 6: Distribution of fastLink parameters across blocks. Vertical lines show posterior means of parameters
for the Comparable model.
matching assumption. Depending on the match threshold used the number of matches returned ranges from
around 76,000 matches to 80,000 matches, substantially fewer than the number returned by our Bayesian
model. We consider only the record pairs returned by this procedure in our comparison between the matches
identified by fastLink and those found by our Bayesian model. An appropriate comparison between the two
methods is difficult given the lack of ground truth labels for record pairs.
5.3 Estimating False Match Rates
In order to objectively evaluate the performance of our Bayesian model and fastLink we hand code a sample
of record pairs classified as a match by one of both of the models. Using these labels as a reasonable proxy
for ground truth we are then able estimate the false match rates achieved by both models. For our Bayesian
model we classify any record pair with a posterior match probability of greater than 0.5 as a match, the
Bayes estimator under squared error or balanced misclassification loss functions (Sadinle, 2017). For the
deduplicated fastLink posterior estimates we use a more conservative threshold of 0.9, which is within the
recommended range of 0.75 to 0.95 (Enamorado et al., 2018).
Applying these thresholds yields three disjoint sets of estimated matches: the between intersection of the
models, record pairs classified as a match by both models, Bayesian only matches, record pairs classified as
a match by our Bayesian model but not by fastLink, and fastLink only matches, record pairs classified as
a match by fastLink but not by our Bayesian model. We further subdivide these sets of matches into two
types: “mover” and “non-mover” matches. We define a matched record pair as a mover match if the string
similarity between the street names is less than 0.85 or the similarity between the street numbers is less
than 0.5, otherwise the record pair is classified as non-mover. These similarity thresholds correspond to a
similarity level of less than 5 for street name and less than 3 for street number as listed in Table 3. Matches
where the address information is missing for one or both of the records are categorized as a non-mover for
the purposes of labeling.
For both mover and non-mover matches we draw a stratified sample from the set of matches as follows:
100 matches from the intersection stratum and 150 matches from each of the Bayeisan only and fastLink
only strata. The resulting set contains 800 estimated matches, 400 mover matches and 400 non-mover
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Mover Non-Mover Overall
Stratum FM TM ND Labeled Total Matches FM TM ND Labeled Total Matches FM TM ND Labeled Total Matches
Intersection 2 88 10 100 13,618 3 97 0 100 39,134 5 185 10 200 52,752
Bayesian Only 15 114 21 150 17,719 25 122 3 150 60,932 40 236 24 300 78,651
fastLink Only 96 36 18 150 22,302 99 50 1 150 4,221 195 86 19 300 26,523
Table 4: Hand-coding results from mover (left) and non-mover (center) matches and overall (right). Each
matched record pair is labeled as either a false match (FM), a true matches (TM) or no determination (ND),
when insufficient information is available.
ND Excluded ND as Non-match
Mover Non-Mover Overall Mover Non-Mover Overall
Bayesian Model 0.08 [0.04, 0.11] 0.12 [0.08, 0.15] 0.11 [0.07, 0.14] 0.19 [0.14, 0.24] 0.13 [0.09, 0.17] 0.14 [0.11, 0.17]
fastLink 0.46 [0.41, 0.51] 0.09 [0.06, 0.12] 0.26 [0.23, 0.29] 0.52 [0.47, 0.57] 0.09 [0.06, 0.12] 0.28 [0.26, 0.31]
Absolute Difference 0.38 (p < 0.0001) 0.02 (p = 0.26) 0.15 (p < 0.0001) 0.33 (p < 0.0001) 0.03 (p = 0.12) 0.14 (p < 0.0001)
Table 5: Estimated false match rates with 95% confidence intervals excluding ND record pairs (left) and
counting ND record pairs as false matches (right) by model.
matches2. Each matched record pair is then labeled as either a false match (FM), a true matches (TM) or
no determination (ND), for record pairs where there is not enough information to classify the record pair as
either a match or a non-match with a reasonable level of confidence. Results of the labeling are shown in
Table 4.
Excluding matches labeled as ND we estimated the mover and non-mover false match rates for both
our Bayesian model and for fastLink, including the record pairs classified as matches by both algorithms as
well as the matches identified only by our Bayesian model and fastLink respectively. Population variances
are calculated for the stratified sample making a finite sample correction (Rice, 2006). For mover matches
the estimated false match rates are 0.075 [0.042, 0.109] for our Bayesian model and .460 [0.412, 0.508] for
fastLink. The absolute difference between these estimates, 0.38, is statistically significant (p < 0.001). For
non-mover matches the difference in model performance is much smaller, we estimate a false match rate of
0.115 [0.076, 0.154] for our Bayesian model and .092 [0.061 0.123] for fastLink. The absolute difference in
performance among the non-mover matches, 0.02, is not statistically significant (p = 0.26). We also estimate
an overall false match rate for each model, aggregating the mover and non-mover matches, of 0.106 [0.075,
0.137] for the Bayesian model and of 0.259 [0.231, 0.286] for fastLink.
A more conservative approach than excluding the ND record pairs is to count all matched ND record
pairs as false matches. While this is likely to overestimate the true false match rate, assuming some ND
matches correspond to true matches, it proves a reasonable upper bound for the true false match rate. We
therefore repeat the analysis counting all ND record pairs as false matches, instead of excluding them. Taking
this more conservative approach yields higher estimated false match rates across the board, but results in
the same conclusions as when ND record pairs are excluded from the analysis. Both sets of results are
summarized in Table 5.
Examining the estimated false match rates for the individual stratum, as shown in Table 6, helps to
explain the differences shown in Table 5. As expected, the false match rate among matches found by both
models, the intersection stratum, is significantly lower for both movers and non-movers than it is for either
the Bayesian only or fastLink only strata. However, we can see that the false match rate increases much
2This study design was pre-registered http://egap.org/registration/5452.
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ND Excluded ND as Non-match
Mover Non-Mover Overall Mover Non-Mover Overall
Intersection 0.02 [0.00, 0.05] 0.03 [0.00, 0.06] 0.03 [0.00, 0.05] 0.12 [0.06, 0.18] 0.03 [0.00, 0.06] 0.08 [0.04, 0.11]
Bayesian Only 0.12 [0.06, 0.17] 0.17 [0.11, 0.23] 0.14 [0.10, 0.19] 0.24 [0.17, 0.31] 0.19 [0.12, 0.25] 0.21 [0.17, 0.26]
fastLink Only 0.73 [0.65, 0.80] 0.66 [0.59, 0.74] 0.69 [0.64, 0.75] 0.76 [0.69, 0.83] 0.67 [0.59, 0.74] 0.71 [0.66, 0.76]
Table 6: Estimated false match rates with 95% confidence intervals excluding ND record pairs (left) and
counting ND record pairs as non-matches (right) by stratum.
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Figure 7: Estimated false match rates for mover matches (left), non-mover matches (center), and all matches
(right) for deduplicated fastLink (blue) and Bayesian model (green). False match rate relative to hand-coding
base estimates excluding ND record pairs (dashed) and counting ND record pairs as non-matches (solid) with
pointwise confidence interval.
more in the fastLink only strata. In fact, for both mover and non-mover matches, we estimate that most of
the matches in the fastLink only strata are false matches. In contrast the false match rates in the Bayesian
only stratum are less than a third of what they are in the fastLink only stratum. The results for the
Comparable model shown in Appendix A suggest that this is primarily a result of the modeling rather than
of the difference in blocking scheme or feature construction.
A limitation of the estimates reported in Table 6 is that they correspond to only a single threshold for
each model. In practice the match threshold may be selected to achieve a desired false match rate, so it is
necessary to consider how the false match rate varies as the match threshold is adjusted. Using our hand-
coded matches we estimate a false match rate for thresholds greater than those used in the sampling and
thus generate a more complete picture of how the false match rate varies for each model as the threshold is
adjusted. Selecting a match threshold for a model yields both a number of record pairs which are classified
as matches and a (estimated) false match rate. Because the posterior probabilities against which a match
threshold is compared are produced by different they are not directly comparable and therefore the total
number of matches produced by a threshold provides a better basis for comparison (Hand and Christen,
2018). Figure 7 shows the number of matches produced by each threshold against the corresponding false
match rate for both models. The confidence interval displayed are calculated by taking a union of the 95%
(pointwise) confidence interval when ND record pairs are excluded and of the 95% confidence interval when
ND record pairs are counted as non-matches.
It is clear from Figure 7 that the Bayesian model identifies more matches at essentially any false match
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rate, or alternatively that for any number of matches the associated false match rate is lower. Although
most apparent in the overall plot (right panel) we can also see that the slope of the false match rate
appears to be lower for the Bayesian model, indicating that the increase in false match rate associated
with adding additional matches is generally lower. In the particular case of estimating voter switch rates
properly accounting for the false matches is essential to properly estimating the switch rate. We discuss the
importance of accounting for this in the next section.
5.4 Estimating Party Switching Rates
When using a dataset comprising over 100,000 high-probability linked record pairs, uncertainty due to
sampling is small. Even in politically important subgroups like unmarried women or white-collar men, there
is enough data to measure party switching rates with reasonable precision if one assumes a fixed set of links.
However, because we know that there is uncertainty in the link structure, it’s necessary to account for that
uncertainty in inferences. PRL allows for two kinds of uncertainty to be captured: uncertainty in linkages
conditional on a model, and uncertainty in linkages over a range of models. To illustrate these differences,
we compare our Bayesian model to the fastLink implementation of the EM model with posterior probability
≤ 0.9 excluded.
Political scientists have postulated that the conversion of Republicans into Democrats was led by working
class voters and women, arguing that more members of these groups switched parties than other segments
of the electorate (Corder and Wolbrecht, 2016; Sundquist, 1983). That such a change occurred is readily
apparent in the Great Registers. Because occupation is identified and gender can be inferred, with a high
degree of confidence, for each individual in the Great Registers, it is straightforward to estimate the cross-
sectional partisan composition and the party-switching rates for individuals and aggregate up to groups to
shed light on these theories. Before the realignment, in 1928, all demographic groups had a Democratic
registration rate of about 20%, though this rate rose significantly during the realignment period, indicating
that most party switches were from the Republicans to the Democrats. Among men registered with one of
the two major parties, blue collar men were 21 percentage points more likely to register as a Democrat in
1936 than in 1932. Among white collar men, the change was just 14 points. In Alameda county, women and
men moved about the same amount, each increasing their support for the Democrats by a bit less than 20
percentage points. We focus here on the overall party-switching rate because it highlights differences in the
linkage methods, but analyses that confront the politics of the period will be explored in another venue.
Figure 8 shows the number of matches for each algorithm broken out by residential stability. FastLink
returns fewer matches, identifying around 69,000 record pairs. The Bayesian model returns a posterior mean
of 117,000 record pairs. All of the additional matches for the Bayesian method come from non-movers,
meaning that the set of matches for the Bayesian algorithm has about half the proportion of movers as the
fastLink matches.
To characterize its uncertainty, the party-switching rate is computed for every fourth MCMC iteration
of the Bayesian model, after discarding the first 2,500 iterations as burn-in, to approximate the posterior
distribution. Because fastLink returns only a single set of links we estimate the switch rate for the set
of links for which fastLink estimates posterior link probability greater than 0.9. Enamorado et al. (2018)
recommends weighting by the posterior match probabilities to account for linkage uncertainty. However,
for the purpose of estimating the party switching rate it is necessary to account for uncertainty both in
the individual links and in the total number of links. We are unaware of an adjustment that appropriately
characterizes the distribution of this ratio and therefore report only point estimates for fastLink.
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Figure 8: A stacked bar plot of the number of matches made by each algorithm, broken out by whether the
match is a mover record or kept the same address. This section focuses on the estimation of party-switching
rates, so only record-pairs that belonged to a major party in both 1932 and 1936 are included. Figure 5
includes matches without observed party affiliation and are therefore higher than the totals in this plot.
Because the total variation in the number of links is small, we plot the posterior mean for the Bayesian
model. For fastLink all links with a posterior link probability greater than 0.9 are included.
If an algorithm that returns a higher number of matches is returning correct matches (or at least, correctly
calibrated probabilities), then the number of data points available for analysis is increased without inducing
additional bias. But if erroneous matches are returned (or matches with miscalibrated probabilities) we
should expect a positive bias in the party switching rate, since false matches are more likely to show a switch
in parties than true matches. Estimating the total number of false matches by multiplying the estimate
false match rates from Section 5.3 by the number of matches in Figure 8 indicates that about a quarter
of fastLink matches are false, whereas only about 11% of the matches from the Bayesian model are falsely
linked suggesting the Bayesian model identifies significantly more true matches.
The distribution of the mean party-switching rate overall and for interesting subgroups is displayed as a
violin plot by linkage algorithm in Figure 9. With the exception of non-movers, fastLink consistently shows
higher unadjusted rates of party-switching than the Bayesian model. The higher switching rate could be
the result of substantive differences in the types of people being linked, particularly because the set of links
returned fastLink contains a greater share of movers, but it could also be the result of fastLink making more
incorrect matches.
Looking at the bottom-right panel of Figure 9, we see that among non-movers, where the two algorithms
estimate similar false match rates, the difference in switching rates is tiny. Among movers, where the rate of
false matches differed considerably, the party switch rates diverge by about 6 percentage points. If links are
made completely randomly, without regard to the matching fields, then the links will shows a party-switch
about half the time. Suppose a set of matches is composed of a mixture of false matches with proportion piF
who have a switching rate of .5 and true matches, with proportion 1− piT who have a switching rate of ρT .
The observed switch rate will then be ρobserved = 0.5piF + ρT (1 − piF ). Therefore, given an estimate of the
false match rate, a bias-adjusted switching rate can be estimated which corrects for the bias introduced by
the false matches. Using the labeled data discussed in Section 5.3 we estimate a false match rate for each
model and then estimate a corresponding bias-adjusted switching rate. As with the unadjusted switching
rate we report the approximate posterior distribution for the Bayesian model, re-running the calculation
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Figure 9: Violin plots of the distribution of the mean party switching rate for interesting subgroups across
samples of record-pairs for the Bayesian model. The square points show the comparable benchmark from
fastLink, using only pairs with a match probability greater than .9. The distribution of the bias-adjusted
switch rate (“Adjusted”) and the bias-adjusted switch rate treating indeterminate matches as false matches
(“Adjust+”) are also plotted. The relatively flat distribution of the party switching rate shows that the
differences between models (and between categories) are much higher than the within-model variation.
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for each thinned MCMC sample, and report a point estimate for fastLink. The “Adjusted“ switching rate
in Figure 9 corresponds to using a false match rate in which ND labels are excluded while the “Adjust+”
switching rate counts ND labels as non-matches3.
One other area of interest is uncertainty propagation. In this setting, there are three important sources of
uncertainty: uncertainty in the correct set of links conditional on the model, uncertainty due to sampling error
(of the typical frequentist kind) and uncertainty in the linkage model. The first two sources of uncertainty
are quite small here. Differences between models, however, are substantial. For this reason, choosing a
reasonable model that minimizes incorrect linkages is essential.
Though the absolute estimates of switching rates differ between the models, their relative variation
across categories is consistent, allowing for an unpacking of important questions about which voters drove
the realignment. The high switching rates among blue collar voters confirm what’s long been known: that
blue collar workers led the realignment towards Roosevelt’s Democratic party. This fact is well-established
because blue collar and white collar workers tend to be geographically separated, allowing ecological inference
methods to tease apart the voting behavior of different kinds of workers.
Separating the political attitudes of men and women is considerably harder because they tend to be
clustered together in space, voting in the same places. Though Corder & Wolbrecht (2016) use ecological
inference methods to try to separate the political behavior of men and women, such approaches will always
prove difficult because of low variation in the gender ratio. Individual-level data is much better suited to
the task.
Figure 9 shows that men switched parties at a considerably higher rate than women, contrary to what
one would expect from Corder & Wolbrecht’s analysis. Indeed, the realignment forged a partisan gender gap
where none existed before, with married women lagging men by 5 points in Democratic party affiliation, with
unmarried women lagging by a further 4 points. Though it’s hard to say for sure why unmarried women (who
are presumably younger) would have realigned less than their married women counterparts, one possibility
is that they were more influenced by the parents who are older (and, on average, more Republican) than
married women’s spouses, who are closer to their same age. The clarity that panel data can bring to questions
of individual behavior demonstrates the promise that new data and improved linkage methods bring to social
science.
Bias-adjustment is also helpful in parsing out the differences in switch rates for men and women. Using
the unadjusted switching rates, fastLink and the Bayesian method provide very different accounts of the
differences in switching between men and women. The Bayesian model assigns men the highest switching
rate (though not much higher than married women), whereas fastLink shows married women having by far the
highest switching rate among the three gender categories. However, bias-adjustment bring the results of the
two algorithms more into line, taking married women from 7.5 points more likely to switch than men to about
4 points. Still a substantively important difference, but only half as large in magnitude. This example shows
the important of bias-adjusting estimates, since differences in false match rates between linkage estimators
can lead to erroneous estimates. Though bias-adjusting doesn’t fully account for differences between the two
algorithms, it does bring the empirical conclusions of the two algorithms’ links closer into line.
3In estimating the false match rate for the Bayesian model record pairs falling into none of the strata sampled for labeling,
because they were assigned a low posterior link probability by every algorithm, are assumed to have either the maximum
estimated false match rate across strata (Adjusted) or a false match rate of 1 (Adjust+).
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6 Discussion
Bayesian probabilistic record linkage models provide an appealing framework for performing record linkage:
They can provide accurate point estimates of links between records, and they allow for uncertainty in the
links between to be quantified and propagated through to subsequent inference. The main barrier to their
adoption in practice has been computational. Post-hoc blocking and restricted MCMC make Bayesian
modeling for PRL feasible for much larger problems, as demonstrated in our Great Registers case study.
Our case study also reiterated the importance of correcting the bias introduced into the u-parameters by
blocking; an issue that is widely known (see e.g.. Murray (2016)) but often ignored in practice. A serious
Bayesian analysis is obliged to consider sensitivity to the prior and model specification. Sensitivity analysis
at this scale is only possible because of post-hoc blocking and restricted MCMC. While our development of
post-hoc blocking focused on merging two files under one-to-one matching constraints, this general approach
can be adapted for record linkage and de-duplication with more than two files. We expect this will be a
fruitful line of research moving forward, and bring Bayesian PRL to bear on a host of new and important
scientific problems.
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A Comparable Bayesian Model
From the results presented in Section 5.3 it is clear that the estimates produced by the Bayesian model
(Section 5.1) and fastLink (Section 5.2) differ substantially. However, these models differ not only in the
estimation procedure used, but also in the comparison vectors computed (due to constraints in the fastLink
procedure) and even in the specific set of record pairs considered (due to differences in the blocking and
indexing schemes). Thus, it is not clear from the examination of the presented faslse match rates which
of these differences is the driver for the lower false match rates produced by the Bayesian model. We
therefore estimate the linkage structure of the Alameda county voter files using a second Bayesian model,
our “Comparable” model, on the set of record pairs and comparison vectors used by the fastLink estimation
procedure. As described in Section 5.2 we block on first name using internal fastLink functions and compute
comparison vectors using the “exact” match, partial match, and non-match bins defined by default values
from fastLink. We do however share the model parameter estimates across blocks as in the Bayesian model,
whereas fastLink estimates model parameters separately within each block.
As with out Bayesian model we construct post-hoc blocks via estimated maximal weights using a sequence
of penalized likelihood estimators setting Nc to 250,000 and initializing the post-hoc blocking procedure with
a wmin value of zero. This produces a set of 86,000 distinct post-hoc blocks containing 21.7 million record
pair, somewhat fewer post-hoc blocks but substantially more record pairs than the post-hoc blocks than our
Bayesian model. The cause for this appears to be the smaller number of bins used in the fastLink comparison
vectors making the maximal weight matrix “flatter”, taking fewer distinct values, and therefore harder to
separate into small post-hoc blocks.
For the restricted MCMC algorithm the prior over the m-parameters is set to mj ∼Dir(10,5,1) for
first name, middle name, surname, occupation, street number, and street name, the fields for which partial
matches are computed. For female and street type, where only exact matches and non-matches are computed,
we set the prior to mj ∼Dir(10,1). For the u-parameters flat priors of uj ∼Dir(1,1,1) and uj ∼Dir(1,1) are
used for partial matching and exact matching fields respectively. As with our Bayesian model we employ
a Beta-bipartite prior with α = 1.0 and β = 1.0 over the link structure and run the MCMC algorithm
for 10,000 steps, discarding the first 2,500 steps as burn-in. We run the estimation procedure with the
U-Correction which, as discussed in Section 5.1.2, is essential to correctly evaluating the likelihood.
We begin our comparisons of the model results with an examination of the differences in the blocking
schemes. The blocking used for fastLink and the comparable consider a total of 1.1 billion record pairs,
compared to the 850 million record pairs included using our indexing scheme. While there is a substantial
degree of overlap, a total of 630 million pairs appear in both indexing schemes, the overlap among record
pairs with a high posterior link probability is even more substantial. Of the 131,403 record pairs for which
the Bayesian model estimates a posterior link probability greater than 0.5, 120,189 (91.5%) are included
in the fastLink blocking scheme. The Bayesian model blocking scheme includes an even greater fraction of
the links estimated by the other models containing 118,011 (99.9%) of the 118,118 record pairs assigned a
posterior match probability greater than 0.5 by the Comparable model and 79,044 (99.7%) of the 79,275
assigned a posterior link probability greater than 0.9 by fastLink, despite including several hundred million
fewer record pairs than the fastLink blocking scheme.
We next examine the posterior link probabilities estimated by the models at the record pair level. After
first excluding all record pairs for which all three models (Bayesian, Comparable, and fastLink) estimate less
a posterior link probability of less than .0001 we plot a heat map showing counts on a log scale of the posterior
link probabilities estimated by the different models in Figure 10. We compare the probabilities estimated by
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Figure 10: Heat map of estimated posterior link probabilities Comparable model vs fastLink (left) and
Comparable model vs. Bayesian model (right).
fastLink with the Comparable model in the left panel and the Comparable model with the Bayesian model
in the right panel. Record pairs for which the models estimate similar posterior link probabilities appear
near the diagonal while those where the models estimated link probabilities which differ substantially appear
closer to the top left and bottom right corner.
It is clear that between the Comparable model and fastLink there is essential zero agreement on posterior
link probability, outside of the near certain non-links (bottom left) and near certain links (top right) record
pairs. In contrast, the Bayesian model and the Comparable model plot shows substantial mass near the
diagonal, indicating broad agreement on the posterior link probabilities. This occurs despite the models
relying on different comparison vectors. There does exist a set of several thousand record pairs for which the
Comparable model estimates zero link probability which the Bayesian model classifies as near certain links
(shown in the top left corner of the right panel). However, upon further examination we determined that this
disagreement is the result of differences in blocking scheme already described rather than different estimates
for record pairs included in both models. Overall it is clear that there is substantially more agreement between
the Bayesian and Comparable models, both estimated using our post-hoc blocking procedure, suggesting that
the choice of estimation procedure is significantly more important in determining model performance than
specifics of the comparison vectors or blocking scheme.
A.1 False Match Rate
As a final comparison between the modeling approaches we expend the false match rate analysis from Sec-
tion 5.3 to cover the Comparable model. Links identified by the Comparable model appear in all strata,
Bayesian only, fastLink only, and intersection as well as a small number, 4,314, which are linked by neither
fastLink nor the Bayesian model and thus appear in none of the previous strata. We therefore label 200
additional records pairs, 100 mover and 100 non-mover matches, identified (assigned a posterior link proba-
bility greater than 0.5) by the Comparable model which are classified as non-matches by both the Bayesian
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Mover Non-Mover Overall
Stratum FM TM ND Labeled Total Matches FM TM ND Labeled Total Matches FM TM ND Labeled Total Matches
Intersection 2 88 10 100 13,618 3 97 0 100 39,134 5 185 10 200 52,752
Bayesian Only 15 114 21 150 17,719 25 122 3 150 60,932 40 236 24 300 78,651
fastLink Only 96 36 18 150 22,302 99 50 1 150 4,221 195 86 19 300 26,523
Comparable Only 17 59 24 100 2,770 37 59 4 100 1,544 54 118 28 200 4,314
Table 7: Hand-coding results from mover (left) and non-mover (center) matches and overall (right). Each
matched record pair was labeled as either a false match (FM), a true matches (TM) or no determination
(ND), when insufficient information was available.
ND Excluded ND as Non-match
Mover Non-Mover Overall Mover Non-Mover Overall
Bayesian Model 0.08 [0.04, 0.11] 0.12 [0.08, 0.15] 0.11 [0.07, 0.14] 0.19 [0.14, 0.24] 0.13 [0.09, 0.17] 0.14 [0.11, 0.17]
fastLink 0.46 [0.41, 0.51] 0.09 [0.06, 0.12] 0.26 [0.23, 0.29] 0.52 [0.47, 0.57] 0.09 [0.06, 0.12] 0.28 [0.26, 0.31]
Comparable Model 0.07 [0.04, 0.11] 0.06 [0.03, 0.09] 0.06 [0.04, 0.09] 0.20 [0.15, 0.24] 0.06 [0.03, 0.09] 0.10 [0.07, 0.12]
Table 8: Estimated false match rates with 95% confidence intervals excluding ND record pairs (left) and
counting ND record pairs as false matches (right) by model.
model (using a threshold of 0.5) and fastLink (using a threshold of 0.9) in order to estimate the false match
rate achieved by the Comparable model. We reproduce Table 4 with the additional labels added in Table 7.
We then repeat the analysis in Section 5.3 including the Comparable model updating Table 5 and Figure 7
in Table 8 and Figure 11 respectively. Figure 11 in particular shows that while the Bayesian model identifies
some additional matches, largely due to the blocking scheme, the performance of the two models is extremely
similar with substantial overlap between the estimated false match rates. These results should be unsurprising
given the agreement observed in Figure 10 but do provide yet more evidence that, at least for this problem,
the estimation procedure matters far more to the modeling than do the specific comparison vectors or
blocking scheme.
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Figure 11: Estimated false match rates for mover matches (left), non-mover matches (center), and all matches
(right) for deduplicated fastLink (blue) and Bayesian model (green). False match rate relative to hand-coding
base estimates excluding ND record pairs (dashed) and counting ND record pairs as non-matches (solid).
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